
Figure 1. (a) Diurnal variation of CO2 mixing ratios (ppmv), measured at different heights of the Jülich tower (top) and simulated by 
TerrSysMP-CO2 (bottom) between 03 and 10 June 2014. (b) Comparison of simulated and observed NEE (μmol(CO2) m

-2 
s

-1
) (green), 

latent (blue) and sensible (red) heat fluxes (W m
-2
) at the EC station Merzenhausen (winter wheat) on 26 May 2012. Dashed lines represent 

the simulation with the default crop parameters of CLM, solid lines show the improvement using the wheat parameters of Sulis et al. (2015). 
The figures are adopted from Uebel et al. (2017).  

Table 1. Statistical analysis of simulated against observed 
variables at the Jülich tower between 03 and 09 June 2014. 

C4: Scale-consistent two-way coupling of land-surface and atmospheric 
models 

CO2 exchange/dynamics and vertically resolved canopy parameterization 

In phase II, we extended TerrSysMP by a fully prognostic treatment of atmospheric CO2 mixing ratios forming 
the new model version TerrSysMP-CO2 (Uebel, 2016). This model includes a two-way coupling of CO2 
between COSMO and CLM: the prognostic CO2 mixing ratios of COSMO (affected by advective, turbulent and 
convective transport) are used to calculate the biogenic CO2 fluxes (photosynthesis, soil/plant respiration) with 
CLM. In turn, the resulting net CO2 flux influences the CO2 content in the atmosphere. Instead of using the 
Carbon-Nitrogen model (CN model) of CLM for the calculation of soil respiration, we integrated the RothC-
26.3 model into CLM (in cooperation with B1). This carbon turnover model simulates the decomposition of 
organic plant material in the mineral soil using a C-pool concept. The main advantages with respect to the CN 
model are the elimination of a model spin-up by using pedotransfer functions (Weihermueller et al., 2013) to 
initialize the model, and the application of measured TOC profiles instead of a simulated equilibrium carbon 
distribution as needed for the CN model. Moreover, parameterizations of litter respiration and autotrophic 
respiration were developed to complete the natural CO2 fluxes. Finally, hourly anthropogenic emissions were 
added to the model simulations, which depend on the origin of emissions (e.g. road traffic, industry, residential 
combustion), the season of the year, the day of the week and the time of the day. The goal of this study was 
to investigate the spatio-temporal variability of CO2 mixing ratios in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and to 
identify the main processes controlling atmospheric CO2 patterns (results can be found in Uebel, 2016). 
 
 

Variable RMSE Bias R
2
 

Temperature 2m (°C) 1.800 0.368 0.907 

Temperature 120m (°C) 1.619 -0.583 0.889 

Radiation budget (W m
-2
) 98.55 14.40 0.762 

Wind speed 120m (m s
-1
) 1.114 0.989 0.726 

Spec. hum. 120m (g kg
-1
) 1.472 -0.975 0.775 

CO2 12.5m (ppmv) 15.13 -8.69 0.610 

CO2 102.5m (ppmv) 9.74 -5.29 0.260 

performance of the model (Table 1). The positive wind bias is caused by the influence of a forest surrounding 
the tower (see below). Moreover, during clear sky nights the observed strong nocturnal temperature 
inversions are underestimated by the model which can be seen by the contrasting biases in 2m and 120m. 
 

Figure 1(a) depicts CO2 mixing ratios measured at different heights on the Jülich tower between 03 and 10 
June 2014 (top). The corresponding simulated CO2 concentrations (bottom) indicate that the general patterns 
are well simulated. However, in nights with strong nocturnal temperature inversions (e.g. 03, 04, 07 and 08 
June) the near-surface CO2 accumulation due to soil and plant respiration is underestimated. This is caused 
by too weakly simulated temperature inversions which lead to overestimated vertical mixing. In contrast, the 

In the first part of phase III, we thoroughly investigated the 
behavior of TerrSysMP-CO2 including the effects of 
additional PFTs (developed by B5 and incorporated in CLM 
by Z4) on the CO2 heterogeneity. For that, we simulated a 
period of 8 consecutive days with different weather 
conditions. A statistical analysis of simulated meteorological 
variables against observations at the meteorological tower of 
the Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH shows the rather good 



Figure 2. (a) Average wind profile (m s
-1
) measured at the Jülich tower from April to September 2014 (Master thesis of M. Kern, 2014, 

Meteorologisches Institut, Bonn). (b) Measured temperature profiles (°C) at the Jülich tower (03 June 2014, different times of the day). 

Figure 3. Schematic of flow dynamics modified by 
forests. The length of the blue arrows illustrates the 
mean wind speed; the intensity of turbulent mixing is 
described by the size of the red vortices. 

Figure 4. Plant and urban area densities 

(a(zl)) based on LAI and SAI of June. 

CO2 mixing ratios about 100m agl. are in good agreement to the observations. Moreover, we replaced the 
plant physiological parameters of the crops PFT by the winter wheat parameters of Sulis et al. (2015). The 
verification with Eddy-Covariance measurements at the winter wheat field in Merzenhausen clearly indicates 
the improvement of simulated net ecosystem exchange (NEE), latent and sensible heat fluxes (solid lines in 
Fig. 1(b)) compared to the default plant physiological parameters of CLM (dashed lines). The NEE, latent and 
sensible heat fluxes of other PFTs are in good agreement with the observations (Uebel et al., 2017). 
 
The verification of the model results with observations at the Jülich tower clearly indicated that the tower is 
strongly affected by the forest surrounding the tower (Fig. 2). The average wind profile in the summer period 
of 2014 (Apr. – Sep.) indicates the well-known quasi-logarithmic wind profile above the canopy top (red curve 
in Fig. 2(a)) whereas within the forest canopy the wind increase with height is more exponentially shaped 
(green curve). Moreover, in clear sky nights (e.g. 2014/06/03, Fig. 2(b)), which are controlled by radiation 
cooling, the strongest vertical temperature gradients are observed around the forest top (and not near the 
surface). Also at daytime, temperature effects induced by the forest are apparent (e.g. cooler temperatures 
within the forest, super-adiabatic stratification above the forest due to the low albedo). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the COSMO model, the canopy is treated as a single surface layer (i.e. 0-dimensional) using the roughness 
length approach to describe different vegetated canopies. The surface fluxes of momentum, heat and CO2 
serve as lower boundary condition of the model (in TerrSysMP supplied by CLM). With this approach the 
above described thermo-/hydrodynamic processes within the canopy cannot be resolved. Thus, in the second 
part of phase III, we developed a multi-layer canopy (MLC) parameterization (i.e. 1-dimensional) which 
resolves effects induced by vertically extended canopies (i.e. forests, urban areas). 
 
As a first step, we increased the vertical resolution of the COSMO part of TerrSysMP-CO2. Whereas in the 
original version the lowest layer is 20m thick, in the extended version the lowest layer is only 4m thick and a 
logarithmically equidistant increase is used for the layer thicknesses above. Thus, tall vegetation (forests) 
cannot be longer represented as a single surface layer but extends into the lowest 4 atmospheric layers. 
 

In order to simulate the 
dynamic processes induced 
by obstacles, such as trees 
of a forest or buildings in 
urban areas, in the new 
MLC parameterization we 
applied the most common 
porous medium approach 
(e.g. Brown and Williams, 
1998). For the simulation of 
the modified mean 
atmospheric flow, i.e. the exponential/logarithmic wind profile 
within/above the canopy instead of the (quasi-) logarithmic profile (blue 
arrows in Fig. 3), we extended the horizontal momentum equations (vi,j) 
by an additional forcing term (Eq. 1). This term represents viscous and 
pressure drag forces of the forest/urban obstacles which depend on the 
fraction of the model grid box covered by trees/urban areas (ftree/furb), a 

canopy dependent drag coefficient (Cd), the wind speed and direction (v) and on the plant area density (a(zl)) 



Figure 6. Comparison of observed wind profiles (m s
-1
) at the Jülich tower (blue lines) with simulated profiles without the 1D multi-layer 

canopy approach (green lines) using the original coarse (shaded) and fine vertical grid resolution (solid) of TerrSysMP-CO2 and with 
the 1D multi-layer canopy approach (red lines) on 06 June 2014 (19 UTC) and on 07 June 2014 (01, 05, 13 UTC).  

Figure 5. (a) Distribution of PFTs in the NRW domain of TerrSysMP-CO2. (b) Simulated wind speed (m s
-1
, shaded) and direction 

(arrows) in 14.5m height (level 52) on 24 July 2012 at 12 UTC without the 1D multi-layer canopy approach (default roughness length 
approach) and (c) with the multi-layer canopy approach (porous medium approach).  

in each model layer (l). The definition of an appropriate plant area density (a(zl)) is most crucial for this 
approach. For forest canopies, it depends on the actual leaf and stem area index (retrieved from CLM) as well 
as on the vertical forest structure. The latter is obtained by the Weibull cumulative distribution functions of 
Teske and Thistle (2004), distinguishing between broadleaf and needleleaf forests. Moreover, we defined the 
vertical structure for residential and for commercial/industrial urban areas. Figure 4 depicts a(zl) for forest and 
urban canopies.  
 

       

  
 
    

                               (Eq. 1) 

 

Figure 5 compares the wind field in 14.5m height (i.e. within the forest/commercial/industrial canopy, near the 
top of the residential canopy) on 24 July 2012 at 12 UTC, simulated with (b) the default roughness length 
approach and with (c) the new porous medium approach of the MLC parameterization. The latter simulates 
significantly reduced wind speeds within forest and urban canopies compared to regions covered by crops 
and grassland. This reduction is not represented by the simulation using the roughness length approach. The 
verification of simulated wind profiles with observations at the Jülich tower (within a forest clearing) indicate 
significantly improved wind speeds within the forest canopy in the evening, at night and in the morning (Fig. 
6). The better vertical grid resolution allows the analysis of more detailed vertical wind patterns near the 
surface. The wind profiles simulated with the MLC parameterization (red lines) are much closer to observed 
wind speeds (blue lines) than for neglecting dynamic processes induced by tall vegetation (green lines).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Similar to the mean atmospheric flow (described by the momentum equation), the vertical turbulent mixing, in 
COSMO described by the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), is influenced by the canopy (red vortices in Fig. 3). 
On the one hand, turbulent mixing is intensified by wake production. On the other hand, TKE is reduced due 
to a stronger break-down of turbulent eddies by forest obstacles and buildings (accelerated cascade 
dissipation), see e.g. Dupont et al. (2004). We consider both effects by modifying the prognostic TKE equation 
of COSMO with additional production and dissipation terms (Eqs. 2, 3). Figure 7 compares the simulated TKE 
using the MLC parameterization with the simulation neglecting dynamic canopy effects. In the lower part of the 
canopy (10m, Fig. 7(b)) TKE is reduced by the canopy (i.e. accelerated cascade dissipation is dominant) 
whereas around and above the forest top (32.5m, Fig. 7(c)) TKE is increased due to wake production. 
 



Figure 7. (a) Distribution of PFTs in the NRW domain of TerrSysMP-CO2. Difference of simulated TKE (m
2
 s

-2
) ‘with’ minus ‘without’ the 

1D multi-layer canopy approach in (b) 10m height (level 53) and in (c) 32.5m height (level 51) on 24 July 2012 at 12 UTC. 

Figure 8. (a) Difference of simulated temperatures (°C) in 2m ‘with’ minus ‘without’ the 1D multi-layer approach on (a) 23 July 2012 at 22 
UTC and on 24 July 2012 (b) at 06 UTC and (c) at 10 UTC. 
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                              (Eq. 3) 

 

In addition to the extension of the momentum and TKE equations, we vertically distributed the fluxes of 
momentum, heat and CO2 based on the vertical canopy structure to ensure a consistent representation of 
moisture and CO2 mixing ratios within a forest canopy. Whereas autotrophic and heterotrophic soil respiration 
is still released at the surface, photosynthesis and leaf respiration is vertically distributed. 
 
Finally, radiation attenuation and absorption by vertically extended canopies influences the temperature within 
the canopy. Thus, the prognostic temperature equation was extended by a term representing the local 
temperature tendency due to the net radiation flux divergence within the canopy (Eqs. 4a, 4b [first term]). The 
net radiation flux (RN) decreases exponentially with the cumulative LAI (based on a(zl) of vegetated and urban 
canopies) from the top of the canopy towards the surface. To account for the well-known heat island effect of 
urban canopies, additionally to the divergence of RN, urban heat sources/sinks have to be considered. The 
heating/cooling due to the roof top heat flux (qroof), second term of Eq. 4b, depends on the radiation balance of 
roof tops (Brown and Williams, 1998) and on the area fraction (froof) of a grid box which itself depends on the 
total roof area (2/3furb) and the area density a(zl). Moreover, we consider the positive heating rate due to the 
anthropogenic heat flux (qanthro) (e.g. by vehicles and residential heating/cooling), last term of Eq. 4b. qanthro is 
parameterized following Lascer and Otte (2002), where the temporal variation of Taha (1999) is assumed. 
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    (Eq. 4b) 

 

Figure 8 depicts the simulated temperature difference ‘with’ minus ‘without’ the MLC parameterization. At night 
(22 UTC, Fig. 8(a)), due to the anthropogenic heat source and due to the net radiation flux divergence within 
the urban canopy, in and downstream of urban areas distinctly higher temperatures are simulated with the 
MLC approach. The latter effect also causes higher temperatures in forest canopies because radiation cooling 
near the surface is reduced by the forest canopy. The minimum temperatures in the morning (Fig. 8(b)) again 
clearly show the heat island effect. However, especially in the valleys a stronger cooling due to lower wind 
speeds (reduced by the canopy) overcompensates the lower cooling rates caused by the radiation flux 



Figure 9. (a) Diurnal variability of local temperature tendencies (K h
-1
) in an industrial urban canopy in 7.0m and 14.5m height. Vertical 

profiles of temperature tendencies (K h
-1
) in a residential (b) and an industrial (c) urban canopy at 00 and 12 UTC on 24 July 2012.  

divergence. Within the convective PBL at daytime (Fig. 8(c)), the effect of the MLC approach is smaller but 
slightly lower near-surface temperatures in and downstream of forest canopies are still apparent. 
Figure 9 depicts the components of the thermal temperature tendencies in urban canopies. In lower levels 
(7m) the anthropogenic heat flux and the roof top heat flux overcompensates the reduced thermal heating rate 
by attenuation and absorption of the net radiation flux, i.e. the total local temperature tendency at daytime is 
higher than without the MLC approach (solid lines in Fig. 9(a)). In contrast, in the upper part of urban canopies 
(14.5m), the strong negative temperature tendency due to the net radiation flux divergence (strong attenuation 
of solar radiation) even causes a weak local thermal cooling (dashed lines). Vertical profiles of temperature 
tendency terms in a residential and an industrial urban canopy are shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively. 
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